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Results: inconclusive—preliminary 2020 election coverage
Hannah Kuperus– Staff Writer
On Tuesday, November 3, people around
the globe waited in uncertainty as they watched
the United States election results trickle in.
Iowans in particular watched three national
races as they awaited results.
Two key Iowa races, for the Senate and
House, have been decided already. Randy
Feenstra, a Dordt business professor, beat J.D.
Scholten for the 4th district seat in the House,
and Republican Joni Ernst defeated Theresa
Greenfield for the Senate. The presidential
election remained undecided by the day after
the election, with votes still trickling in from
key states.
“I was pleasantly surprised that in the state
of Iowa it was such a good night and good
election for Republicans in Iowa,” said Jeff
Taylor, a Dordt political science professor who
has now been elected to the Iowa State Senate.
“I think a lot of this had to do with Trump.
He had coattails and was able to carry a lot of
Republicans with him, and that’s especially
true in northwest Iowa.”
In fact, Trump’s success in various states
may have come as a shock to many as it defied
polling data and voting projections.
“When following polling, I took the polls
with a grain of salt.” junior Kendal Zylstra
said, “The polling industry has failed to yield
consistent results, so they need to reconsider
their processes in future years,”
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For many key battleground states, results
came in slow and analysts hesitated to call the
victor immediately. In Florida, for example,
those following the election waited for six
and a half hours until the state had almost
100% of the ballots reported before giving
the state to President Trump. In some states,
such as Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina, and
Pennsylvania, the Associated Press had yet to
call a final victor the morning of the second day
after Election Day.
“While watching the numbers from last
night, I was captivated by states like Texas
and Florida that kept flip-flopping from blue to
red.” freshman Joya Schreurs said, “I knew they
could go either way, but I hadn’t really realized
how close it would be.”
Yet all this late counting could only add to
the stress and inconclusiveness of the election,
delaying concrete results even further.
“We don’t really know how this is all going
to play out because Trump was ahead in most
of the states that haven’t been determined yet,”
Taylor said, “but then, as it drags on for hours or
for days or perhaps even weeks, the one side is
going to say, ‘we have to count all the ballots’,
and the other side is going to say, ‘yes, but
are these actually valid? Are they stealing the
election?’…Historically, that’s where election
fraud often takes place.”

Off-campus studying and
COVID-19

Dordt to move online after
Thanksgiving

Elise Wennberg– Staff Writer
		
On August 15th, Dordt senior Yage Wang
arrived at Incheon airport in South Korea while
the country operated under “level two” social
distancing regulations.
Before she could get off the plane, her and
the other passengers had to fill out documents
for personal information tracking, asking
where the traveler planned on staying while
quarantined and the purpose of their stay.
Passengers were also required to download
an app that tracked their location and had them
each report a daily temperature check for 14
days.
As of early October, South Korea has moved
to “level one,” meaning that Yage is free to travel
if she socially distances and wears a mask at all
times. Although her study abroad experience is
quite different from past years, Yage says she is
still having a wonderful experience.
According to Rebecca Tervo, coordinator of
off-campus and multicultural student programs,
the usual number of students who study offcampus averages of 20-25 for the fall semester.
However, this semester there are only five
students. Of this number only one is studying
out of the country and the other four are in
Chicago.
“Our numbers are definitely lower because
a lot of programs have been cancelled.” Tervo
said.
Tervo’s current records list twelve Dordt
students currently planning on studying offcampus this coming spring semester, a drop

Zac VanderLey– Staff Writer
		
Students attended classes as normal on
Tuesday, October 27, but each vibration of their
phones intensified the anticipation; never before
had students checked their emails with such
consistency. They gasped and then sighed after
each Instructure Canvas message. But then,
around the middle of the day, the awaited email
landed in every inbox: Dordt would be moving
online after Thanksgiving break until the end of
the semester.
Abby Barrientos, a junior, remembers her
exact location at the time of the message. She
was napping in her friend’s apartment when
awakened by the email. She proceeded to jump
up and down and called her mom right after.

from the usual 30-40 students.
In order to provide for safe travel, Dordt
makes sure programs the students are sent on
have a plan for COVID-19. Before allowing for
students to begin their study abroad semester,
the abroad program is asked to send their
program plan and that of their partner university.
Dordt’s policy for students studying offcampus during COVID-19 boils down to two
basic questions: does the program have a plan to
deal with COVID-19, and is the student willing
to take the risks of traveling to a place they are
not familiar with?
If the student decides to continue through
with studying off-campus, they are required to
sign a waiver stating the student is willing to
risk exposure of COVID-19 during their travels.
The other fear that COVID-19 has brought
is the uncertainty. There is the possibility the
program will be canceled part-way due to
complications from the pandemic.
“One of our programs said they will have
a decision by November,” Tervo said, “but
students want to have their plans in place, so
we’ve had some student who were planning to
study abroad switch to a U.S. domestic program
because it’s more certain.”
When the pandemic first started to appear,
Tervo and other staff members had to assess
each student’s situation individually and decide
if it would be safer for the student to come home
cont. pg 7

Barrientos is from Cartago, Costa Rica
where she lives with her younger brother,
parents and grandparents. She hasn’t been
home for almost a year and a half.
“Costa Rica just opened their borders to
everyone,” Barrientos said. “I’m happy because
now I can go home, but I can sympathize with
people who wanted to stay.”
Barrientos recalls one of her classmates
smacking his textbook on the table after he read
the email. The Dordt student body seems split
on the decision. Some, like Abby, will need to
quarantine after returning home, but still will
cont. pg 3
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Negativity at work

News

Jayden Hoksbergen—Staff Writer
It became increasingly difficult to watch
a YouTube video in Iowa without first being
subjected to a political ad in which Joni Ernst
destroyed Theresa Greenfield’s ideals or
Greenfield bashed Ernst’s person.
As Election Day loomed, political ads
soared at an all-time high. And at that point in
the race, negative campaigning from any and
every candidate was unavoidable.
Jeff Taylor, a political science professor at
Dordt, noted the negative campaigning in the
Senate race between Greenfield and Ernst as the
most prominent.
“I’ve seen more from Greenfield,” Taylor
said. “But I think it’s because she has a lot more
money.” Greenfield had fundraised around
four times as much as Ernst. However, both
sides utilized heavy negative advertising. “I’m
not getting much positive mail from anybody,”
Taylor said.
At the Senate level, negative campaigning
Had increased because the number of Democrats
and Republicans in the Senate nearly equaled
each other. Democrats wanted to flip the Senate,
and negative campaigning stood as their best
bet. Studies surrounding negative campaigning
have increased dramatically since the 1990s,
correlating with an increase of concern over the
tactic. Still, the strategy becomes more frequent
with every election cycle.
In 2012, Erika Franklin Fowler, a political
scientist at Wesleyan University, said the
presidential election of that year might go
down in history as one of the most negative.
But in 2016, negative ads during presidential
campaigns climbed higher. During one month
of the 2016 election, 53 percent of ads leaned
negative as opposed to 48 percent from a similar
time period during the 2012 election, according
to a study done by the Wesleyan Media Project.
This election season, President Trump turned
bolder in his negative campaign efforts. While
negative attacks typically begin during the last
few weeks of the campaign, his campaign had
been ran aggressive ads against Biden since the
summer. He even tweeted to promote a new ad

about “Sleepy Joe.”
On the contrary, popular political science
belief holds that the incumbent candidate
should use negative campaigning less than their
opposition.
In an interview with USA Today, Travis
Ridout, a professor at Washington State
University who studies political messaging,
said that Trump lagging in the polls gave cause
to his negative campaigning.
“Usually, we have an incumbent who’s
in the lead, an incumbent who’s risk averse,”
Ridout said. “This time around, we’ve got an
incumbent who’s way behind.”
However, the upswing in negative
campaigning led to annoyance from voters. In
an editorial, the Sioux City Journal expressed its
distaste of the negative ads that both Ernst and
Greenfield aired. The journal editorial board
started its article, saying, “Have you already
had your fill of negative Joni ErnstTheresa
Greenfield U.S. Senate race ads? We have.”
Despite their aversion to the negative
campaigns, the Sioux City Journal admitted
the strategy does work. And they’re right.
In his article, Haselmayer said negative
campaigning works because of the “negativity
bias.” Meaning, people are more likely to pay
attention to negative information rather than
positive information.
Taylor added that the goal of negative
campaigning is not to gain more votes. Rather,
the candidate putting out negative ads simply
aims to take votes from the opposition. Also,
he noted that the messaging may have damaged
Ernst more that Greenfield, because the latter
has not held a Senate office yet. Ernst held on to
win though, defeating Greenfield with a swing
a little under seven points.
Thankfully, the firestorm of politically
driven negativity will now hopefully come to
an end. Still, Taylor warns that regardless of
the season, students should approach political
campaigns with critical thought. “Have a
healthy skepticism,” Taylor said. “Do your own
research.”

COVID-19 creates difficulties
for grad school applicants
Tess Hemmila—Staff Writer

Across the country, colleges and universities
are scrambling to adapt their admissions
processes for graduate programs in light of
COVID-19. At this time of the year, many Dordt
seniors are beginning to consider graduate
programs.
Graduate school enrollment rose by 2.7
percent while undergraduate enrollment
dropped by 4 percent, according to the
National Student Clearinghouse Research
Center. Despite the complications of attending
college during COVID-19, students across the
country are still competing for spots in graduate
programs.
Many universities have undergone a
large change by waiving standardized test
requirements for their graduate programs, most
notably the GRE. The GRE, similar to the SAT,
gauges each student’s abilities in three sections:
quantitative reasoning, verbal reasoning, and
analytical writing. The GRE is used by graduate
schools as a crucial element of the application
process for potential graduate students.
Senior Lindsey Slenk felt surprised when
she started researching graduate programs and
realized that none of her desired masters social
work programs were requiring the GRE due to
COVID-19.
“I was relieved that I didn’t need to take the
GRE because I just want to enjoy my senior
year and that would have required me to give
up a lot of time to study and take the test,” Slenk
said.
However, many students across the country
are facing the added pressure of trying to
take the GRE online so that they can apply to
programs that still require GRE scores. Over
50,000 prospective applicants have taken the
GRE General Test online since the test shifted
to an online format in March, according to the
Educational Testing Service (ETS).
Sam De Penning, a senior at Dordt, recently
undertook the challenge of taking the GRE
online. Some of the graduate engineering

programs that De Penning plans on applying to
have not waived the GRE requirements, so he
had no choice but to take the GRE online.
“Taking the GRE online was convenient but
created unexpected stress of having to have the
proper environment to take it, as well as the
materials and computer capabilities for it,” De
Penning said.
ETS has created a new set of requirements
that specify exactly where students are allowed
to take their online GRE to prevent test takers
from cheating. While taking the GRE, the
student is only allowed to have specific writing
materials, such as a whiteboard, in the room and
they are monitored for the duration of the test. If
the test is interrupted or the student is suspected
of cheating, the GRE test can be cancelled, or
the score deemed invalid.
In addition to GRE changes, many graduate
schools have also stopped in-person campus
visits and have moved events for potential
students to an online format. Many graduate
programs are hosting online Zoom calls and
open houses to engage with interested students
and help answer questions about applications.
These events provide some connection with the
university, but they do not provide the same
experience as an in-person visit.
When Slenk started looking into the social
work program at the University of Minnesota,
she quickly realized in-person visits were
not feasible, but found a way to interact with
counselors and professors at the school by
attending a Zoom open-house. Along with
roughly 40 other potential students, Slenk
asked questions, learned about the application
requirements, and heard about the experiences
of current MSW students.
“I wish it was more in-person because then I
could have seen the campus and got a better feel
for the program there,” Slenk said. “My visit
with them on the Zoom call was awesome but,
if the MSW program is only online next year,
that will definitely impact my decision.”

Dordt students attend firearms simulation
Georgia Lodewyk—Staff Writer
The small-sided building is located on a gravel
road near the Sioux City airport. The Dordt
University bus, carrying five Dordt criminal
justice students, passes through the metal fence
with a sign that says, “Warning: controlled
area.” professor John Moeller leads the group
of freshmen into the building where they sit at a
small conference table.
It’s firearms training simulation day.
The room is full of anxious excitement as
the students wait to try VirTra: a $180,000
simulation system that has been used by law
enforcement officers in Woodbury County for
the past four years. Woodbury County officer
Sergeant Chris Jansen, head of the simulation
training, joins the students along with Sergeant
Peterson, the head firearms instructor for the
county, and Sheriff elect Chad Sheehan.
The officers and Professor Moeller feel
this type of training is especially important in
today’s society. Police officers need to know
how to react to violence while learning proper
communication in situations to lower tension.
“If you get to reholster, it’s a good day.”
Sergeant Jansen tells the students. “[Shooting
someone] forever changes your life and mind.”
Jansen reminds the students that, as public
safety officers, the police’s job is to protect
the general public. But there are worst-case
scenarios. Those are the situations the students
will practice today.
Three giant screens are propped up in the
room at an angle so one student can step up to
an X marked in the center of the screens. It takes
up almost the entire room. In the student’s hand
is a P229 Sig Sauer handgun: standard issue for
many law enforcement agencies. But instead
of bullets, it contains a laser so the computer
can tell where he shoots. Sergeant Chris Jansen
monitors the simulation from two computers in
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the back of the room. He controls the sounds,
background, scenario, and how the people in
the simulation respond to the de-escalation
tactics. The simulation begins on the left. A man
appears with a screwdriver near the back door
of a house. A dog barks.
“Drop your screwdriver.” The student says.
The gun is still at his side.
The man puts his hands in the air, explaining
that it is his sister’s house, and he is fixing the
lock. He says he needs to go find his sister when
a rustling is heard from the bushes on the right
screen. When a person emerges from the bushes
to the right, the student notices, lifts up his gun
and shoots.
The simulation is over. He survived and shot
the person in the side.
Professor Jon Moeller uses these simulations
as teaching moments. He asks the student to
recall the scene before them in detail, from
the ages, gender, and race of the people in the
simulation, to the objects in the background and

what they were wearing. Moeller explains it is
vital for officers to remember the details.
“Did you see the gun?” Moeller asks.
“I saw a flash.” The student said.
“So you saw the flash, but you did not see
the gun.”
These details allow police officers to be held
accountable for their actions. If they do come
under fire through a lawsuit, a thorough report
of their events and actions will help their case.
But the purpose of the simulation can be boiled
down to one simple question: When are you
justified to pull the trigger?
When I received the opportunity to try
a simulation, I realized the answer to that
question is more complicated that most people
will ever realize.
A man held a gun to his wife’s head as she
sat blindfold and tied to a chair in the kitchen.
A baby was in a carseat on the counter behind.
I tried to tell him to drop his gun, but it wasn’t
working. I dreaded my final option as I aimed

the gun and shot.
I missed. The man shot his wife in the head
before I shot him again.
“You survived,” Sergeant Peterson said.
“You killed him, but now we have an orphan.”
He pointed at the baby directly behind the dad,
crying in the carseat.
There are no easy choices in situations
like these. Not every situation is fixed by
communication. Officers are trained to know
how much time they have before they need to
pull out their weapons. They look for signals in
body language and keywords. Moeller explains
the 21-foot rule: if a person is holding a weapon
that could kill you and is closer than 21 feet
away, an officer can use his weapon.
“He gets to make a decision in 2.1 seconds.”
Sheriff elect Chad Sheehan explains. “The
media gets to see this 5,000 times to see if he
made the right decision in 2.1 seconds… you
don’t get second chances.”
The opportunity students had to experience
this firearm training this past October was a
unique experience; one they will not easily
forget.
“I learned that talking is hard.” freshman
criminal justice major Luke Jackson said.
“You’re worrying about what the other person
may or may not be about to do.”
Like Jackson, freshman Katey Wieringa
also attended the simulation training, though
she’s actually an education major, not a criminal
justice major.
“You never know what’s going to happen to
you. Are they going to listen to you?” She said.
“I could deal with kids like that depending on
what age I teach…kids who have to deal with
domestic violence…I need to know how to talk
to them.”

News
Dordt to move online after
Thanksgiving cont.
cont. from pg. 1
. . .be able to spend time with friends and
family for Christmas. Others are happy for their
fellow comrades, but they wish they did not
have to lose two weeks of college.
“I value my relationships here,” junior
Annetta De Jong said. “Quarantine made me
realize the community I have.”
Annetta enjoys seeing her friends,
classmates, and professors on the walk to class.
Her college experience has flown by, and she
cannot believe she is in her junior year nearing
the end of the fall semester.
The goal of Dordt had been to continue inperson instruction until December 11th, but a
multitude of reasons expressed in a video from
President Hoekstra and an email from Dean of
Students Robert Taylor prompted the university
to reevaluate.
“If one person is in quarantine, then the inperson exam wouldn’t be equal,” Taylor said.
On top of this, nearly half of finals
administered at Dordt come in the form of
. . .papers or projects, making for an uneven
playing field for those potentially in quarantine.
In classes that require strict testing or wish
to still hold an in-person test, in-person exams
can take place on November 23rd and 24th
before the Thanksgiving travel break day on
the 25th. The weekend before these dates, then,
could serve as time for students to study and
prepare if one of their classes elected this route.
Taylor recalls professor Dave Mulder
standing in front of the Dordt faculty at the
beginning of the pandemic as they prepared
for online classes. He emphasized that the
learning that would take place over next few
months—for any school without a rigorous
online learning program—was not true online
instruction. Online learning takes months and
months to prepare for and is not something

thrown together in the emergency of a pandemic.
Based on the summer that faculty spent
preparing for potential online learning, Taylor is
confident that the two weeks online will exceed
the online quarantine experience. It may not be
the same experience as in-person classes, but
will still hold value.
That being said, Dordt sees in-person
instruction as the goal.
“I just want students to know that we made
it,” Taylor said. “We could have in-person
classes until December 11th if we wanted to,
but the wisest choice was to move online for a
short time.”
Many schools were either forced to
transition to online earlier in the year or did not
even attempt in-person learning. As of recent,
Dordt has overcome multiple COVID-19
outbreaks and maintained in-person instruction,
athletics, and on-campus living. The entire
Dordt administration sees this as a success.
“It was the work of students that got us
here,” Taylor said. “The students did the right
thing when no one was looking.”
Ultimately, the international students
and those facing quarantines because of
Thanksgiving break travel weighed heavily on
the hearts of the Dordt administration. In their
email, Dordt explained a desire to protect its
community while allowing all of its students
the opportunity to see friends and family during
Christmas. For them, transitioning to two weeks
of online learning to secure both those values
proved a sacrifice worth making.
Annetta and Abby agreed upon one thing:
they both love Dordt and will miss it during the
break. They, like many students, look forward
to seeing their friends and family during a
much-needed break, but they will be eager to
return to the college they call a second home.

A letter from the editors
Campus community,
We as editors want to make
you aware of our policy at The
Diamond regarding interviews.
When speaking to an interviewee
for comment on a story, standard
journalism practice dictates that
the subject does not receive
an advance copy of the article
for approval or review prior to
publication.
Some exceptions exist, of course,
including when the incorrect usage
of the material may present a real
danger to the life or livelihood of
the interviewee. These situations
are rarely found in a newspaper
such as ours.
When one of our reporters
conducts an interview with another
person, they trust the interviewee
to give an accurate account. In turn,
the interviewee trusts the reporter
to write with truth and care. As a
publication, we of course pay the
price of credibility if we fail to do
so.
When an interviewee requires a
journalist to share the story prior
to publication, it normalizes an

attitude of distrust between The
Diamond and our community. We
try our best to uphold Christian and
journalistic principles in our work,
but we are student journalists.
If we make a mistake, we will
make corrections as needed and
learn from it moving forward.
It is not the responsibility of the
interviewee to act as gatekeepers of
our writing, but that of the editors,
writers, and staff of The Diamond.
There needs to be a certain level
of trust between our interviewees,
journalists, and readers.
We are thankful for the
opportunity we hold to connect
and inform the Dordt community
and look to continue a tradition of
journalistic integrity for the rest of
the school year.
Sincerely,
Emma Stoltzfus
and Sam Landstra,
Diamond co-chief editors
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Campus visits take new form
Elise Wennberg—Staff Writer
Bright eyed and bushytailed, high school
seniors arrive at campus of Dordt University
for the first time. They take in the sights: the
clocktower, the odd-looking statue with weird
proportions, and the different buildings with
students traveling from class to class.
Although on-campus visits take on a different
shape this semester, Dordt is giving it their all
to make them as close to normal as possible.
On Tuesdays and Wednesdays, individual
visits occur, and Fridays host group visits, all
of which started in September. According to
Ruth Hofland, who coordinates campus visits,
the groups started off small, with about 20 to 30
people including the parents of the students.
“We don’t limit parents,” Hofland said.
“Initially we talked about only having one
parent per student visiting, but we think it’s
really important for both parents to come if they
want that.”
In order to follow social distancing
regulations, larger visiting groups meet in the
De Yager Student Center instead of the Eckardt
Lounge. This allows for proper adherence to
social distancing protocols. As of late, around
35 students show for these visitation days and
the total amount of visitors ranges near 100
people.
Before visitors are allowed on campus,
Dordt confirms what is expected of them.
“We expect them to be healthy. If they have
been in contact with anybody with COVID in
the last 14 days or if they have any signs, we
ask that they reschedule their visit,” Hofland
said, “Keeping our visitors and our campus
community safe is one of our greatest priorities.”
“We don’t limit parents,” Hofland said.
“Initially we talked about only having one
parent per student visiting, but we think it’s
really important for both parents to come if they
want that.”
When touring, students are divided into
smaller groups to help keep them separated.
These individuals are required to wear masks
during the tours as well. When they arrive on
campus, all visitors must fill out a form asking
if they are experiencing any of the symptoms of
COVID-19 and complete a temperature check.

Since overnight stays are currently
prohibited, Dordt has taken measures to
reimburse those who had to fly and drive long
distances by offering to stipend the cost of
staying at a hotel and the added expense of a
rental car.
“So far this school year we have had 167
seniors, and last year we were at 190 at this
time. Coming up in the next few weeks we may
experience a larger gap because this is the time
of the year where we typically have our biggest
visit groups,” Hofland said.
Along with these in-person tours, virtual
visits have allowed for students to get a feel
for Dordt, even when they cannot be here
physically. This type of visit gives Dordt the
opportunity to highlight its best qualities to an
unlimited amount of people.
These visits have opened up new possibilities
for those who are not able to travel to Dordt for
a campus tour, especially for those living across
the globe. Since these tours started in March,
about 1,400 people have capitalized on the
opportunity, compared to the usual 900 students
who usually visit per year.
“We’ve had some big visits. It just gives me
a great overview of Dordt, if they’re interested
at all,” Hofland said.
These visits are set up like regular campus
visits: a welcome from President Hoekstra, a
devotional with Aaron Baart, and an overview
of Dordt as a whole. Following, a student panel
occurs and the students can meet with different
faculty members if needed. The visit concludes
with a wrap up meeting with their admissions
counselor.
Even after the effects of COVID-19, virtual
tours will continue for those who are unable
to visit campus personally. The possibility
of giving smaller tours to entire high school
classrooms also exists.
Hofland is happy to say that these visits have
been well received. Even if students cannot
arrive on campus, they can still get a feel for
what it is like. And even considering the success
of virtual visits, the Dordt admissions staff is
excited to return to normal visits to provide an
even richer experience.

Tintle helps teacher become
scientist through grant
Ella de Jong—Staff Writer
Students scribble pencils onto paper and
click away at calculators. They follow the
white board marker as it squeaks and swipes
across the board. Some steal glances at their
phone, risking to lose their privilege of it. One
desk functions as a pillow. Whispers of gossip
bounce around the room and chairs squeal on
the hard floor. Jason Westra, a teacher at Trinity
Christian High School, finishes writing the
mathematics problem on the board.  
This was a typical day for Westra, but not for
long.
“It was time to look for something else,”
Westra said.
His mathematics, computer science, and
physical education days are over.  
Westra always knew high school teaching
was not his final destination, which is why for
the past seven years he has been earning his
masters under Dr. Nathan Tintle, a professor of
statistics at Dordt University. Westra graduated
from Dordt in 2008 and has been participating
in Tintle’s summer undergraduate genomics
training programs ever since.
It is statistics that catch the eye of Westra,
but genomics seem to be following him. Westra
first encountered learning more of genomics
when he asked Tintle for a summer job. Seven
years later, he found the opportunity to study in
Tintle’s lab for a year-long genomics research
project.
“I was looking for a different pace in my
life and this new opportunity came up,” Westra
says.  
Tintle was awarded a $125,000 grant from
the National Human Genome Research Institute

(NHGRI), part of the National Institutes of
Health, that supports Westra’s studies. Westra
explains that he and Tintle found in the grant
and thought it an appropriate fit for him. So
they applied.  
Together they will work on real statistical
problems while learning from genetics data.
Their goal is to amass large bio banks, also
known as electronic health records, where
other researchers can analyze information
in a simpler way than set out before. They
can achieve this through the use of summary
statistics rather than individual measure. By
this process, other researchers can access the
research and information found the electronic
health records with greater ease.. This research
provides an opportunity to use technology as
much as they can while also prioritizing and
maintaining respect of patient privacy during
their research.  
In this new location, pencils still scribble,
and the white board marker still squeaks.
Calculators still click. Chairs still squeal.
The voices of students, though, are heard
from far off. Here, phones are put to the side
in order to encourage hard work and talking
is heard between two highly educated men.
Lab tables are glued to the floor and ready for
operation. DNA samples sit on them ready for
examination. Computer keyboards ache from
the never-ending torrent of typing. These two
men analyze genomics. Their research will
play part in improving health and preventing
diseases.
Jason Westra is no longer a teacher. You can
now call him a statistician and data scientist at
Dordt University.  
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Happy birthday Beethoven
Lexi Schnaser – Staff Writer
The B.J. Haan Auditorium hosted special
birthday celebration on Friday, October 30th.
This year marks the 250th birthday of composer
Ludwig van Beethoven, which Dordt celebrated
by holding a piano recital to showcase his best
works.
Dordt piano students, taught by MaryLou
Wielenga, headlined the recital. They begin
learning their pieces at the beginning of the
semester to perform in various recitals and
for a final exam. This fall, they were assigned
a variety of Beethoven arrangements for their
recital repertoire.
Some pieces, like “Fur Elise,” were written
when Beethoven was supposedly in love and
reflected an upbeat and cheerful tune. Other
pieces, written when Beethoven’s deafness
worsened, such as the “Moonlight Sonata,” were
marked with heavy chords and melancholic
notes.
Most know, Beethoven is widely regarded as
a revolutionary composer of his time. His music
reflects the transition from the Classical to
Romantic Era as his style moved from balance
and poise to influence and emotion. His works
range across all the genres of classical music
– symphonies, concertos, string quartets, and
piano sonatas.
Anna Rediger and Timothy Molitor,
sophomores, played their own pieces separate
before together playing the final piece of the
night: “Three Marches,” Op. 45. The piece
was written as a “march for four hands,”
more commonly known as a duet. Because of
COVID-19, Rediger and Molitor played their
respective parts on two separate pianos instead
of one.
“It’s cool to see the variety of repertoire that
Dordt students get to learn,” Rediger said.
“Maybe there was somewhat less variety
because it was all Beethoven, but everyone
plays differently so it’s cool to see how different
people interpret different things.”
Both Rediger and Molitor admitted the

Gretchen Lee—Staff Writer
inevitability of nervousness when they are in
front of the crowd. Once they start playing,
however, it becomes fun.
“And it’s even more exciting when you get to
make up the ending,” Molitor said.
After striking the wrong chord toward the
end of his sonata, Molitor said he completely
blanked.
“I was like, ‘Crap I got to finish the song
because I don’t know what to do.’” Molitor
said.
Although a unique ending to the sonata for
the Beethoven-trained ear, most of the audience
members were none the wiser.
As with all Dordt events this semester, some
students were unable to perform the pieces
they had been practicing all semester because
of quarantines. Even with the missing students,
the lively recital still showcased the musical
talents of Dordt students and the brilliance of
Beethoven.
Across the globe, symphonies have celebrated
the birthday of the legendary composer
throughout year, even though his birthday does
not come until December.
The recital, filled with Beethoven’s melodious
tunes and talented Dordt students, threw a great
birthday bash.

Halloween horror and more;
clipping’s There Existed an
Addiction to Blood review
Caleb M. S. —Staff Writer
The Oakland-based trio clipping. returned
burning bright as ever. Last year, the noise-rap
group last hit the scene with There Existed an
Addiction to Blood– a horror inspired auditory
frenzy that ended artfully with an eighteen
minute track of a piano burning. Visions of
Bodies Being Burned throws itself even further
down the horrorcore rabbit hole, building off
characters introduced last year and even albums
from much earlier in the clipping. discography.
Producers William Houston and Jonathan
Snipes outdo themselves on Visions and rapper
Daveed Diggs of Hamilton fame sends this
record home.
The first track, following clipping. tradition,
is simply called “Intro.” For an episodic album,
“Intro” functions as the mid-episode scene used
to cold-open the show. A hard, driving pulse
opens and closes the track, imitating the heart
of one of the victims from Daveed’s murder
ballads. To end, the track uses a customary call
from Daveed “Its clipping. bi---,” before he is
cut off by what can only be described as coins
in a blender in a house fire recorded on a Nokia
microphone. This is only the first of many
invasive noise moments– the jump scare of any
horror film.
Visions of Bodies Being Burned gets its
name from a line on “Say the Name,” a line
sampled and distorted throughout the second
track on the album. “Say the Name” is driving,
aggressive, ominous, and devastatingly catchy.
The pulsating “candle sticks in the dark, visions
of bodies being burned,” behind the hooks and
chorus give the listener a sense of unease, but
the song is just as catchy as it is sinister.

The baby Yoda show is back

The avenue this album shines the most in is
its fluidity. There are no wasted words, sounds,
or effects. Daveed delivers bars exceptionally
fast. Those who know the rapper as Lafayette/
Jefferson from Hamilton would be terrified to
hear him utilizing his wicked cadence to spit
“Bust one shot if your blood’s still pumping/
bust two shots if you’re really bout something/
three little pigs and they can’t do nothing for the
last time/ you can’t run you’re just a body for
the pile, body for the pile.”
More impressive than Daveed’s lyricism,
or William and Snipes’ production is their
acquisition of samples. To achieve a genuinely
breathtaking symphony of sounds, the trio
sampled everything from them screaming
underwater, cars being crushed, livestock
carcasses being hacked with an ax, and most
impressively EVP recordings that are said to
be the frequency of dead spirits attempting to
communicate with the mortal world. The result
is a luscious, chill-inducing cacophony of aural
annihilation. There are truly no dull moments in
this album.
The album utilizes episodic formatting
extremely well. Sometimes the trio opt for
a more novella feel (“She Bad”), but other
times the story arc continues over a few songs
(“Wytchboard (Interlude)” and “’96 Neve
Campbell”).
Visions of Bodies Being Burned wins
Halloween hands down, but the record will
definitely be a regular in my rotation across the
year. No song breakdown this week, I strongly
advise you to turn off the lights in your room,
draw the blinds, and let yourself fall into this
album for forty minutes sometime this week.

In a strange moment of absolute
sensationalism last year, a tiny green alien
somehow won over the entire world.
With his cute noises, adorable facial
expressions, and his love for soup, this 50-yearold toddler from a galaxy far, far away has
gained near deific status in popular culture
around the world. Much to everyone’s relief, The
Mandalorian returned on October 30 to provide
audiences with more Baby Yoda content,
excellent storytelling, lovely little morsels of
fan-service, and plenty of suspenseful flute
music.
While we joke about Baby Yoda (more
professionally known as The Child) being
the center of the show, the main character,
Din Djarin (also known as the Mandalorian
or, simply, Mando) absolutely shone in this
season’s premiere. At the end of last season,
Mando was tasked with returning The Child
to his people, whom Mando has been told are
a race of sorcerers that are considered ancient
enemies of the Mandalorians.
In his attempts to find these sorcerers (whom
we all know to be The Jedi Order), Mando finds
himself in a near-ghost town on Tattooine,
where he discovers a non-Mandalorian wearing
Mandalorian armor. In order to acquire the
armor that rightly belongs to his people,
Mando must help the town face the monster
that threatens to swallow the entire settlement
whole.
Mando is, without a doubt, one of the most
interesting protagonists Star Wars has produced,
which is a high compliment indeed as Star Wars
excels at creating fascinating characters. He is
simultaneously driven by his culture’s dogma,
a healthy sense of self-preservation, and an
inherent kindness that often gets him in trouble.
The fact that the audience can clearly see
his emotions and struggles while never seeing
his face speaks to the acting and writing skills
behind this series. His character development
over the previous season was evident in the
most recent episode; he has become more aware
of others and less apt to take lives without
first negotiating. That being said, he is still a
terrifying warrior who will leave devastating
carnage if threatened.
Fan-service is something that must be

carefully balanced lest it become a crutch. In
order to use fan service, a movie or show must
first have excellent writing or else it will feel
like all dessert with no meat. The Mandalorian
has very skillfully found the sweet spot in terms
of referencing older Star Wars material, which
made this episode incredibly fun to watch.
From references to Boba Fett, to a sand
speeder made from one of the twin engines
from young Anakin Skywalker’s pod racer in
The Phantom Menace, the Easter eggs and hints
of returning characters were a delight for longtime fans of the Star Wars universe without
dominating the entire episode. Hopefully, this
status quo will be maintained as certain old
characters make reappearances.
The set design, music, and side characters
were also, as always, excellent. The way The
Mandalorian manages to use such a small set
to tell such a big story is incredible. The music
sets the perfect backdrop to each scene and
truly established the show as a “western.” The
secondary characters and the way their stories
are separate but interwoven with Mando’s
makes each moment in the show feel significant.
Overall, this show is excellently crafted, and
this season premier was no different.
As somewhat of a side note, I love the fact
that The Mandalorian has introduced a form
of sign language into its canon. Non-verbal
languages are criminally underutilized in pop
culture in general. The fact that it isn’t used
more often in stories with nearly endless kinds
of sentient aliens of varying abilities to use
human languages is somewhat ridiculous.
I’m really happy that Star Wars is allowing
more of its alien characters to be truly alien
in the fact that they aren’t speaking English,
while also providing some much-needed
representation for the deaf and hard-of-hearing
communities in real life. The fact that the Sand
People communicate through hand signals
was hinted at last season during one scene, but
seeing it used in an entire episode during the
season two premier was incredible.
Overall, this season of The Baby Yoda Show
is off to a strong start and has left me craving
more. Hopefully the intensity and storytelling
will be able to keep up with expectations and
the hints of characters and storylines to come
will pay off in the way fans are hoping.
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Political polarization &
COVID-19

Opinion

Katie Ribbens – Staff Writer
Once thought a biological concept, the virus
sweeping across the world in one great wave
now depends on political ideologies.
“I should desire to wear the mask because
that’s what the scientific experts say I should
do,” said Dordt alumnus Terry Ribbens, a
family physician and Associate Medical
Director at St. Luke’s Hospital. “It shouldn’t
become something that my political view would
influence.”
Ribbens is baffled that COVID-19 became
a political issue, though he believes the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) has been muffled
by a White House that inserts bias into the
conversation. These political influences make
it difficult to implement solutions that might
combat the disease.
Idaho state senator Lori Den Hartog, also
a Dordt alumna, holds the same opinion. She
believes that politicians didn’t help matters by
politicizing COVID-19, and simply created
another controversial issue to divide the
electorate.
“When state government started to do the
stay at home orders,” Den Hartog said. “I think
it became political because there were real
and legitimate questions about whether or not
government was overstepping its constitutional
authority.”
Den Hartog believes that most of what she
works on with the legislature isn’t partisan
nor divisive. Even if someone has a different
political philosophy than her, Den Hartog is
able to work with her fellow legislatures to
incite the same change—even if their reasoning
is different.
However, it is not peaceful policy operations
that are broadcast in the news. Rather, it is the
polarization of COVID-19.
When asked about the cause of polarization,
Ribbens pointed toward extreme thinkers who
were selected to lead and left the people in the
middle behind.
“The other side is demonized and the people

that are getting together reinforce their own
views,” Ribbens said.
While America already faced a polarized
political scene before COVID-19 hit, the
virus offered the most recent outbreak for
disagreement, according to Ribbens.
With a divided nation comes divided
constituents that Den Hartog must represent.
She finds it challenging to represent the people
of Idaho, especially when there’s disagreement.
“On any given bill, you don’t get to pick
‘maybe,’ you have to pick ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ and
then be okay with the consequences of that,”
Den Hartog said.
Additionally, Den Hartog struggles to
reconcile her Christian faith with politics.
She cannot vote on a bill that goes against her
conscience, but she also has to abide by her duty
and represent her constituents.
Den Hartog said she could never look at a
policy outside of what she believes.
“There would be such cognitive dissonance,”
Den Hartog said. “My faith, and what I believe,
is not just a compartmentalized part of my
life—it’s my entire life.”
Doctors and senators alike are attempting
to find a remedy not just for COVID-19, but
for decreasing polarization. The antidote is
reducing “us vs them” thinking, according to
Psychology Today.
		
Ribbens recommends trying to truly
understand someone’s opposing view without
trying to persuade them to change their mind.
Pointing toward the complications at Dordt
with students finding community in the age of
COVID-19, he encourages coming together.
Ribbens said that in order to solve problems,
people need to link hands and move forward as
a unified force.
Den Hartog said, “This is what in our culture
and in our society is just missing so much and
it breaks my heart: we have to be okay with
people thinking differently than us.”

Commuters speak up
Jayden Hoksbergen —Staff Writer

Over 100 undergrad students at Dordt
University commute to campus every day,
driving from as near as a couple blocks away and
as far as Sheldon. We carry with us everything
we need for the day. Between classes, we sit in
Dordt’s various lounges, working on homework
and waiting for our next classes, often eating
cold lunches we packed before we left for
school.
“I sometimes have up to three hours between
classes,” said Heidi Gritters, a senior who
commutes to Dordt. “I usually sit in the Bosma
Lounge during my breaks.”
This semester, I have an ideal schedule for
a commuter. The longest break I have between
classes is one hour. But next semester, I have
four classes on Thursdays, starting at 8 A.M.
and ending at 9:45 P.M., with nowhere to go in
between but Dordt’s lounges.
Although Dordt has many lounges, the
commuters don’t have their own place, unlike
Northwestern College in Orange City.
“Our curriculum library doubles as a
commuter’s lounge,” said Hannah Baker, a
freshman commuter at Northwestern. “We have
the place to ourselves because no one really
goes in there. There’s a microwave and fridge,
so we can bring lunches and heat them up.”
The most enviable part about Northwestern’s
lounge is the microwaves. My mother is an
amazing cook, and as a commuter, I still get
to eat her food—easily the best part about
commuting. I always have leftovers, but
anytime I need a lunch for my school day, I
have to pack a sandwich. I have to eat deli ham
and sliced cheese on a hamburger bun slathered
with mayo rather than warm up my mom’s
poppy seed chicken casserole.
And yes, if I wanted warm food made for
me, I could go to the Grille and buy something.

But the whole reason I am a commuter is to save
money, and that kind of defeats the purpose.
COVID-19 restrictions have further
inconvenienced us commuters. We don’t have
dorms to go to in our downtime, and we can
no longer crash our friends’ dorms. The Eckardt
Lounge is occasionally used for classes, leaving
us with even fewer places to go.
Another new inconvenience for us is that
some classes have been switched to online
Zoom classes.
Daniel Kooiker, a sophomore with a
20-minute commute, said that at the beginning
of the semester, he had an online class at 8:00
AM and then an in-person class at 9:00 AM. “I
had to try to find a quiet spot at Dordt to Zoom
into my first class because otherwise I wouldn’t
make it to my next class,” he said.
I’ve also had to attend Zoom classes while at
Dordt, and I thought I’d try the Bosma Lounge
for one. It was empty when I started. But it kept
filling up, and I felt bad talking because I didn’t
want to distract the other students. I stayed
quiet the entire class—a class that’s graded on
participation.
Of course, the addition of a commuter
lounge is not a solution to all these problems.
The lounge wouldn’t guarantee a quiet spot
for Zoom classes, and encouraging all the
commuting students to gather in one place
might cause other COVID-related problems.
Though the microwaves in the dorms are no
longer available for students commuting to
Dordt, there is one microwave by the Grille for
our use.
However, I think most commuters would
agree that a lounge would be more convenient
for us and make us feel more included.
“It would just be nice to have a home base,”
Kooiker said.
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Not political enough
Lexi Schnaser—Staff Writer

America’s political system is broken, and
there’s no question about it.
Politics are broken, ugly, and messy.
However, they affect every aspect of our lives,
and our involvement in the public square
remains essential to our Christian witness. So,
what is Dordt doing to educate and prepare us
for the political sphere?
In my opinion, not much.
I am a sophomore in the Dordt political
science program. I am one of two political
science majors in my class, one of ten students
in the entire program, and one of two women in
the program. (Soon to be the only woman, come
December.)
Our political science program lacks the
resources and opportunities for political
science students, and other students interested
in politics, to truly become immersed and
challenged in their studies.
We have one professor, Dr. Jeff Taylor, who
teaches every political science class. Taylor will
soon serve as member of the Iowa State Senate,
whose legislature begins session during the
spring semester. While this is exciting for him
and the program, it also opens up a new slew of
problems.
Originally, three political science classes
were slated for the upcoming semester. One of
the classes, Introduction to Politics, counts as a
CORE justice and stewardship requirement and
is still offered. However, the other two classes,
Comparative Politics and Global Security
Issues (classes that sound pretty important),
have been cancelled for next semester because
Taylor cannot take on the workload of three
classes while in legislature.
Couldn’t we hire an adjunct professor?
Couldn’t we have given the political science
students more of a heads up about the
cancellations, rather than only a week before
registration?
I understand that the major is small, but
that does not mean that it is any less important
than any of the other majors offered at Dordt.
I may be biased, but I think political science
deserves to have more resources than it does
and should be an area of focus and emphasis in
the curriculum at Dordt.
I appreciate Taylor’s perspective, but I
believe we need more variety in the program.
Taylor does an okay job of presenting different
sides of issues, but we need to learn from and
engage with different perspectives. Dordt’s

educational framework aims to give us a
holistic education. My question is: How can we
see these issues holistically if we only hear from
one teacher?
Politics affect every part of our lives and bear
a heavy influence on our Christian witness, and
I believe that a university which prides itself on
student engagement and culture-making needs
to focus more energy on educating students in
politics.
I love my nursing friends, my digital media
friends, and my engineering friends, but I am
increasingly concerned that they could go their
entire educational career at Dordt without once
taking a political science class.
If Dordt is preparing us for the real world,
and claims we are a part of the real world now,
then why are they not preparing us as educated
Christian citizens in the public square?
I know many students who are interested in
politics or admit they want to learn more about
politics but choose not to take any political
science courses while at Dordt. And like Taylor
says, you are here, and the opportunity is
available to you, why not take it?
There are two political science classes
students can take to satisfy the CORE Justice
and Stewardship requirement – American
National Politics and Introduction to Politics. I
encourage students who have not yet completed
this requirement to sign up for these classes.
And a perk of the political science program is
that there are no prerequisites for any of our
classes. So, take a look at the catalog. And if
anything sticks out to you, sign up for it!
My goal in writing this editorial is simply
to push Dordt and its students to realize that
politics are an important part of our lives and
our witness and that conviction needs to be
reflected in our education.
We need to get involved in the public square,
even and especially when it gets messy. Politics
are not going away any time soon. Although the
election cycle craziness is (hopefully) going
to die down soon, politics are more than just
casting a ballot every few years.
Christians are called to actively involve
themselves in redemptive kingdom work while
on Earth. Our engagement in the political sphere
ties directly into our Christian witness, and it
is essential that we look at politics through a
biblical lens, not a partisan one.

Sandals for winter
Rochelle vanderHelm —Staff Writer
Even during their unfortunate and brief
periods of vacation from the mainstream
fashion culture, the Birkenstock lingers in the
minds and hearts of fanatics. That sense of
home when you finally step back into a good
vintage is comparable only to the laundry that
only Momma can make smell that way. We are
currently moving into another such relapse.
Whether due to changing weather or public
opinion, fashion’s favorite ugly shoe is just ugly
for now, but I will fight for the Birkenstock until
the kids come home again.
I give you the unrealized potential of Birksn-socks, the Birkenstock’s close cousin and an
untapped source for winter shoes.
Midwesterners are good at being cold. They
understand the necessity of dry feet. However,
they fall just sort of understanding the truth
behind truly dry feet. They bind up their
toes and ankles in 3 pounds worth of rubber
and insulation in the hopes of maintaining a
reasonable body temperature. With those two
stiff burrito feet they stomp around with no
hope of mobility or comfort. Despite every
measure, those poor stifled feet are still soggy
by the end of the day, whether from external or
internal sources.
Hear me out. Perhaps the goal is not to keep
dry but to return to dryness. Take it from the
beach bums; wet feet are uncool. Sandals are
the solution. It sounds counterintuitive, I know,
but what dries out faster than any other shoe?
Sandals. What item may be worn on the feet to

maintain warmth? Socks. Birks-n-socks are the
best of both worlds. The socks keep one’s feet
warm during the walk outside, and in the event
of sidewalk drippies, the Birks allow for rapid
drying once inside.
This brings us to a second issue. Midwesterners
are not opposed to the overuse of central
heating systems. Moving about on a college
campus becomes an exercise in undressing and
redressing. All outer layers must be jettisoned
within minutes of entering a building to avoid
high-fever temperatures. Haven’t we all shown
up to class swimming in steamy layers when
that button just wouldn’t come undone in
your hysterical late-for-class dash? A pair of
Birkenstocks might have saved you from the
volcanic inside air. At least you wouldn’t have
had sweaty feet if you ditched those horrible
straight-jacket shoes.
I have spent two straight winters in Iowa, and
I wore Birks-n-socks every day to class. Blame
it on the California in me, but there is something
superior about being able to kick off your shoes
under the desk and wiggle your toes. Birksn-socks are snowshoes, rain shoes, and play
shoes. Maybe it is my conceit. My roommates
say, “Rochelle just wants to feel special,” but
sandals are winter shoes, too. And it isn’t just
because back home winter boots are a waste of
money. I am triggering a Birkenstocks revival
on this campus. Seriously, if you doubt my
testimony, put Birks-n-socks on trial this winter.
It isn’t like I’m asking you to go barefoot, but
maybe that’s worth a try, too.
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Zoom University: professors and COVID-19
Sam Landstra— Staff Writer

Howard Schaap needed to feed his two
teenage boys. They were quarantined in the
basement of their home in Minnesota; he had
isolated upstairs. Their mom was at work.
It was harder to play the role of parent in the
middle of a pandemic.
“Are we going to throw them a loaf of bread
and some bologna and say: ‘you guys are on
your own today?’” Schaap said.
Other demands fought for his attention an
hour south at Dordt University, where Schaap
teaches in the English Department. His students
needed him to provide lectures and instruction.
It was a tale of two cities: professional
obligations in one state, and parental duties in
another. Schaap delivered two lessons for his
students and then served lunch to his two boys.
Had it been any other day, Schaap would
have called in sick and given students the
morning off. However, the element of online
learning prompted by COVID-19 brought the
classroom right to his front door.
Since Dordt University sent their students
home last spring and welcomed them back in
the fall, professors like Schaap have adapted
to all things unforeseeable. As they navigate
new mediums of virtual instruction, isolations
and quarantines for students and teachers have
made for a tumultuous semester.
Schaap conducts Zoom meetings from
his kitchen table. He wears a gaming headset
discarded by his kids to improve his audio
quality. It makes him look like one of his
students, when paired with the Adidas sweatshirt
he dons (minus the goatee). He usually dresses
up for class, though, even when some students
join online meetings shirtless and still in bed.
“I find it so strange to sort of be beamed into
students’ living rooms.” Schaap said. “It feels

much more uncomfortably personal… in this
way that’s kind of strange and human.’”
His stint in quarantine comes as the result
of his eldest son developing symptoms in line
with COVID-19. It is not his first brush with
the virus either. A few weeks earlier, he entered
quarantine after sharing a queso bowl at a
restaurant with his sister-in-law, who showed
symptoms the next day. Schaap has avoided
signs of infection both times.
Other professors have not been as fortunate.
Mary Beth Pollema, an education professor,
isolated at home with her family after she
contracted COVID-19 in September.
She had gone to bed tired, the norm for a
semester full of increased responsibilities, but
woke up the next day with a fever of 100.4
degrees. Pollema notified HR and received
a rapid test the next day that confirmed her
suspicions: COVID-19 positive.
Still, Pollema did not miss any class
time, teaching through the fever, aches, and
congestion. They lasted only a few days,
though. She waited out most of her ten day
quarantine with no symptoms at all. Her family
followed in the same manner.
“Teaching and learning in the COVID world
is really exhausting.” Pollema said. “That for
me has been the most mentally taxing part of all
of this.”
Although professors received a crash
course in online instruction at the onset of the
pandemic last year, nothing quite matches the
human element of face-to-face instruction.
“It’s kind of hard to get up for the computer.”
Schaap said. “I think I’ve delivered good class
periods but I’m always wondering about that
added distance and what it means.”
Over the summer, Schaap, Pollema, and the

Opinion: Vikings, please
make up your minds
Connor Van Hulzen —Staff Writer

Contributed Photo
The Minnesota Vikings currently sit at 2-5,
having beaten the dreaded Green Bay Packers
on Sunday thanks to the heavy lifting of running
back Dalvin Cook, who finished the game with
over 200 yards from scrimmage. His four
touchdowns, three rushing and one receiving,
also contributed to the effort.
A glimmer of hope in an otherwise murky
season, this Sunday’s game was as confusing
of a Vikings’ victory as I’ve ever witnessed.
Less than a week removed from trading away
Yannick Ngakoue, the team’s high-profile
offseason acquisition, the Vikings – still firmly
in the basement of the NFC North – defeated a
team many claim to be in competition for the
Super Bowl.
Under Mike Zimmer, the Vikings have
possessed the infuriating ability to lack any
consistency from season to season. In 2014,
Zimmer’s first year with Vikings, the team went
7-9, missing the playoffs. In 2015, the Vikings
went 11-5 only to have their hearts crushed by
Blair Walsh and his infamous 27-yard missed
field goal attempt.
This trend has continued. The Vikings make
the playoffs – raising fanbase expectations and
making believers out of Minnesotans – only to
fail miserably in the next season.
I personally do not blame Mike Zimmer
for these shortcomings. The team’s inability to
maintain consistency on offense has been its
downfall – changing quarterbacks, offensive
coordinators, schemes, everything. On the other

side of the ball, the team has always maintained
a stout defense. And though the defense has
been put through its most rigorous test this
season – giving poor showings in almost every
game – a turnaround may be in motion.
But then again, part of me would very much
like the defense to continue to underperform.
An early-round draft pick has never been more
enticing. While the chances of acquiring Trevor
Lawrence amount to less than zero due to the
New York Jets’ commitment to destroying the
sport of football as we know it; the chance of
acquiring a top-end talent like Penei Sewell to
play on the offensive line might almost make a
2-14 season worth it, the relentless teasing and
all.
Realistically, I will not expect the Vikings
to play a truly meaningful game until they get
rid of the man everyone loves to hate, Kirk
Cousins. When the Vikings win, most of the
time it seems that they do it in spite of Cousins.
When they lose, there is no easier place to
point the finger. Back-breaking interceptions,
questionable decision making, and a penchant
for taking horrific sacks combine to make
every Kirk Cousins drop back raise my blood
pressure.
The Vikings are stuck in a weird place. They
are a team full of extremely young talent that
needs development and at the same time older
talent that carries with it bloated contracts.
There are no easy answers as to how to proceed.
Some Vikings fans want to blow the whole
thing up: coach, front office, team, everything.
Basically, pull a Miami Dolphins.
Although I see the merits of this argument,
I personally do not subscribe to the idea. As
much as it may benefit the team in the future
to commit to a full reset, I don’t think my heart
could take a half-decade of absolute failure.
Whatever the Vikings choose to do, I’m sure
it will culminate in a couple playoff trips that
will ultimately end in the most heartbreaking
fashion imaginable. When that day comes,
you can bet I will be there, cowering under the
covers and cursing the names of Aaron Rodgers
and Blair Walsh.

rest of Dordt faculty worked to create a modulebased online learning system for students
in quarantine or isolation. They also had to
familiarize themselves with new educational
platforms and technologies. Pollema made
acquaintances with the Meeting Owl, a swivel
camera useful for virtual meetings.
“The trick is trying to imagine two and a
half months away what you’ll be teaching. But
two and a half months away is sort of dependent
on every day before that.” Schaap said. “If you
get off track, how will you know?”
Schaap straddled this line until the start
of the fall semester. Then Dordt announced
a 24-student limit on all classrooms the day
before the start of class. He and other professors
had to scramble to accommodate.
“That was a revelation.” Schaap said. “We
were kind of told, ‘Look you need to be ready
to switch streams, for either students or you,
but it was not clear how and when that would
happen.’”
As the quarantines of Schaap and the
positive test of Pollema illustrate, professors
fall into a unique category of risk for exposure
to COVID-19. With interaction with the student
body in the classroom and contact with the local
community in their home life, they frequent
numerous populations.
On behalf of their own health and safety, some
professors have urged Dordt administration
to communicate faculty COVID-19 case and
quarantine/isolation numbers to the public.
They would appear alongside the student
statistics on the COVID-19 dashboard. As of
November 2, none of these asks have been
addressed.
Sarah Moss, the communication chair for
the COVID-19 task force, said a difficult chain

of communication has kept the numbers off the
website. Because faculty and staff are not tested
on campus, Dordt is not immediately notified of
a positive test from a professor in the same way
they are for a student. Instead, Moss claimed,
a professor would have to message the proper
people themselves, which they are already
doing.
For Moss and the COVID-19 task force,
this potential time lag in communication
outweighed the importance of sharing the data
with the public and campus community.
Dordt professors have put together a
Canvas page through word of mouth in its
absence. Here, faculty can keep members of
their departments up to date on quarantine and
isolation situations.

“It’s shown a lot about our
institutions. How do you
manage something like this?
It’s really a nightmare.”
- Howard Schaap
Schaap emerged from his virtual house
arrest of sorts on October 26. Although he now
leads his classes in person, he works from his
car and always wears a mask, aware of the risk
he may still pose to others.
“We’re all kind of in this limbo of feeling
like, ‘Well we can’t put life off indefinitely.’
And yet how important is it that I’m in person
with my class?” Schaap said. “Can I sacrifice
being present for the sake of one person? Yes.”

Bingo, but hype
Zac VanderLey—Staff Writer
Fender speakers played elevator music and
bowls of Great Value Pretzel Mini Twists from
Walmart (apparently an old person snack) sat
on a few tables scattered throughout the Grille
area. The candy bars, Chick-Fil-A gift card, and
succulents (all prizes) lined up next to a stack of
freshly printed bingo cards. Around ten people
mingled around and found their seats a couple
minutes before 2:00 p.m.

Then the great bingo
onslaught began.
On the horizon, like a herd of charging
wildebeests, appeared a group of twenty or so
students, followed by another ten, and more
groups of five. Jake Thorsteinson rushed off to
supply more bingo cards as tables filled up. One
of the last groups to arrive dressed up as elderly
folk.
Thorsteinson, a member of Dordt Student
Activities and leader of the event, cranked
a bingo machine full of numbered balls. He
called out, “N39.”
Some people placed a Smarties candy onto
N39’s space—if they were so fortunate to have
it on their sheet. After about five numbers,
Thorsteinson claimed his arm hurt from rolling
the machine.
Finally, a bingo. But not one to be replayed
on SportsCenter.
The winner did not yell out “bingo,” which
elicited some glares from other members of the
more consistent bingo crowd. Her numbers
were correct though, and she became the first
winner of the night.
As the event wore on, more exclamations,
murmurs, and sighs of angst could be heard
after every number called out.
The boards were reset and a new chance
for bingo fame and glory began. After just
six numbers, freshman Greta Haas called
bingo. Others put their hands to their head in
frustration. Haas had completed her card in
only six callouts. But none could question the

spectacular feat of both speed and precision.
“Do you think there will be bingo in
heaven?” Thorsteinson asked an ecstatic Haas.
“I sure hope so,” she replied.
A few numbers later, Maddy Sharkey bingoed for the second time of the afternoon. She
was met with less applause this time around
as compared to her previous win. The Dordt
crowd pulled for the underdog.
As more people filled their cards, the
succulents cleared from the prize table, much to
the dismay of the crowd.
Then the marquee match commenced: the
blackout round. Here, every space on the bingo
card required filling for a bingo.
After ten or so numbers, someone called for
a traditional bingo. More than a few students
groaned and rolled their eyes.
“We are playing blackout this round, but
great job,” Thorsteinson said. “That means
you’re getting closer.”
Eli Dykstra eventually won the grueling
blackout Bingo match. Only four balls in total
were left in the roller at the conclusion of the
round.
“Now we will play a combination of Never
Have I Ever and Bingo,” Thorsteinson said.
“Plus, this is the Dordt edition.”
The first category announced was ‘have
you attended a wing event.’ All those who had
attended a wing event and owned the specific
category on their sheet, covered it with a
Smarties candy. After a few more minutes,
Sharkey once again called Bingo: her third of
the afternoon. More than a few eyebrows raised.
After Thorsteinson called out the next
category, the focused murmurings turned to
loud exclamations and commotion.
The group of young people disguised as old
people ended the night strongly. Three out of
the five at their table recorded a Bingo.
After all of the matches were complete,
Maddy Sharkey, the clear victor of the afternoon
with her Dordt record of three bingo-s, testified
to her strategy: “It was prayer, good luck, and a
deep hearted love for bingo.”
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Humans vs. zombies 2020
Mikaela Wegner — Staff Writer
A male student stalks towards the Commons
Dining hall. Multiple rolled-up socks bulge
out of his various pant and jacket pockets. A
green band wraps around his arm. He glances
around, checking his surroundings. Humans vs.
Zombies 2020 is officially underway.
Humans vs. Zombies is an elaborate game of
tag open to male dorm residents. This year’s
race to survive lasted from October 21 to
October 24. In that time 125 of the 179 total
players ended the game as zombies. Calvin
Bader snagged the top zombie spot, catching 21
humans, and Jase Nicklas survived as the top
human with 81 points.
“This year, it’s all about the corners,” Bader
said when describing his strategy.
When offered to start the game this year as
a zombie, Bader jumped on the opportunity.
Last year he started as a human. For the 2020
edition of Humans vs. Zombies, Bader said the
key to his success was hiding around corners or
working in groups of two.
“I just stand,” Bader explained. “eye them
down, and then while they’re distracted with
me wondering what I’m going to do…the other
zombie comes in from behind and tags him.”
After a zombie tags a human, the human gives
their name and code number, which the zombie
can put in a document at the end of the day to
keep track of who is still a human. Bader kept
track of his top record right from the beginning.
“I felt really good about it,” Bader said. “It’s
all about working hard on the first day, cause
that’s when there are just a few zombies, and
none of the freshmen know what’s going on.”
Being a human is stressful, Bader said.

“You always had to look behind you, always
had to worry about going around corners, what
you’re going to do outside, how you’re going
to get to class, how you’re going to get back to
your dorm,” Bader said. Being a zombie was
something new to try, and Bader though it was
a lot more fun.
“Some people don’t care as much if they get
caught … but others will go all out,” Bader
said. “Some people take trips to Walmart and
buy a lot of socks. And those are the fun ones
to catch.” The game also served as a distraction
from COVID-19 according to Bader.
Bader is unable to play next year as he will
not be living in the men’s dorms. But he is still
excited to see how 2021 will play out.
“I guess I’d like to see how many kills the top
zombie gets next year, see if they can keep up,”
Bader said. “I would definitely say if you didn’t
participate this year and you can next year, do
so. It’s lots of fun.”
Bader caught many humans, but Nicklas did
not land on his list. Nicklas put a lot of effort
into finding creative ways not to be caught. At
one point during the game the humans had to
go to Covenant’s lobby for a mission. Nicklas
said the night before he was lying in bed not
knowing how he was going to get to the lobby,
since it would be crawling with zombies. Then
an idea hit him. The next day, Nicklas met
with two girls from Covenant who gave him
clothes and a wig. Nicklas walked in and out of
Covenant, a girl on either side of him, without
any suspicion.
Ben Schmidt, the RA for North Hall’s first
floor, finished with 16 kills as a zombie. One
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night he and about 15 other zombies surrounded
the bathroom entrance in hopes of trapping
someone in the bathroom. Nicklas and his
roommate ran for the bathroom in order to help
the trapped person escape.
After at least a half-hour of counting zombies
and looking down the hall, they decided to go for
it. Nicklas took off, throwing socks at as many
zombies as he could. His roommate followed
right behind. Nicklas successfully made it to the
room, but his roommate was caught.
“I did have the thought a couple times of,
‘Man, how long do I really want to stand out
here waiting for these guys to come out of the
bathroom?’” Schmidt said.
As the four humans stood and strategized,
Schmidt said the zombies laughed because they
felt certain the humans would get caught.

“There was an amazing
amount of, not trashtalking, but just banter”
- Ben Schmidt
Although Schmidt felt disappointed that
he never tagged Nicklas, he appreciated his
gameplay -- especially sneaking into Covenant
dressed as a girl.
“I thought that was awesome.” Schmidt
said.
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. . .right away or to wait a while before having
them come back.
“Last semester was even more strange
because we had students coming home early
from programs,” Tervo said. “We needed to
make sure students got home safely, that they
could finish their course work either online
through the program or having to figure it out
with Dordt.”
Last year all of the students off-campus
had to leave their program early, most coming
home in March and April, but some as early as
February. Most students did a half semester,
then had to complete their year back in the
states. A few students who had planned to study
in South Korea did not even make it to the
school’s campus before needing to head back to
America.
As programs are cancelled students find
themselves having a difficult time adjusting their
schedules to either stay at Dordt or deciding to
go through other programs.
As of late, the Chicago and Denver programs
are the only two domestic options that have not
been canceled.
Within all the chaos that COVID-19 has
brought, Tervo is pleasantly surprised about the
number of high schoolers who have expressed
interest in studying off-campus.
“I’m happy to see that COVID hasn’t
effected student’s willingness to consider travel
off-campus.”

The stories behind the names
Lauren Hoekstra- Staff Writer
Silver plaques hang all over campus,
displaying the names of significant donors to
Dordt University. But who are these people
who made places like the Bosma Lounge, the
BJ Haan Auditorium, the Adam’s Engineering
Center, and the Douglas and Henrietta
(Miedema) Ribbens Academic Complex
possible?
Some may believe that the dedicated areas
around campus are just rich people who want
their name on something. Erik Hoekstra,
Dordt’s president, says it is actually very
difficult to convince people to be willing to put
their names on Dordt campus. According to
him, of the people who earn the merit to have
their name on a plaque, only about 25% agree
to it.
Reverend B.J. Haan, the first president of
Dordt, loved music and knew its importance in
the campus community. Dordt named the B.J.
Haan Auditorium after him when they finished
building it in 1979.
Dr. John Hulst, the second president, had a
scholarly reputation and his wife Louise served
as the librarian at Dordt for many years. Their
combined impact on the campus resulted in the
renaming of the library tov the John and Louise
Hulst Library.
Dr. Carl Zylstra served as the third president
of Dordt. His wife, Gloria, worked as a nurse
and when Zylstra took the job as president, his
wife is reported to have said “Carl, we have to
have a nursing program.” During his 16 years
as president, he developed the nursing program
at Dordt. For the Zylstras’ contributions to the
nursing program, Dordt named the Carl and
Gloria Zylstra Nursing Education Center in
their honor.
Henry and Helen Van Klaveren contributed
millions of dollars to Dordt over the years.
Henry immigrated from the Netherlands and
never attended college himself. He owned a
landscaping and flowering plant company in
California. One day he came to visit Dordt
himself and said to President Zylstra that while
he knew this was a good college, it looked ugly.
All the buildings at the time were square brick
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buildings. Henry loved trees and flowering
plants, so he paid for the entire parking lot that
used to stretch from Covenant to the Classroom
Building to be turned into the greenway that is
still there now. He also gave enough money to
change the parking lots, build beautiful flower
beds, and add trees to campus.
A while later, Henry and Zylstra visited
another college campus and noticed their clock
tower. Henry said that if they wanted Dordt
to look really nice, they needed a clocktower.
Zylstra told Henry that yes, that would be nice,
but they had no money. As Zylstra’s retirement
approached, Henry donated the money to
build the clocktower in 2010 and Dordt built
the tower in 2011. Zylstra wanted Henry and
Helen to come out to watch the dedication, but
Helen was dying of cancer. They performed the

dedication over FaceTime on an iPad and Helen
watched the ceremony from California. Helen
passed away a few weeks after the dedication of
the clock tower.
Before he died in 2017, Henry wanted to do
one last thing or Dordt. Helen loved to sit in
nature and pray, so Henry gave money to build
the Van Klaveren Prayer Garden, located in
Dordt’s prairie.
“You know what?” Henry asked. “I could
wait and give away all my money after I’m
dead. But I want to do my giving while I’m
living so I’m knowing where it’s going and the
joy that it brings me is incomprehensible.”
Doug Eckhardt worked as the registrar at
Dordt and lived with his young family in Sioux
Center. Every Saturday he got on his bike and
road to Casey’s Bakery to buy donuts for his

family. On September 20, 1997, a semi hit and
killed Eckhardt while on his way home from his
Saturday trip to the bakery. Dordt dedicated the
large lounge in Doug Eckhardt’s honor when
they opened it in 2001.
The Adam’s Engineering Center is named
after Charles Adams, known fondly as Charlie.
Adams worked as an engineering professor
and made great efforts to incorporate faith into
the program. Before his passing, Dordt named
named the center after him in honor of the
effort Adams put into creating the engineering
program.
“[The plaques] are never to honor rich
people. They are always to send a message
of stewardship,” Hoekstra said. “These are
the stories of Dordt and how this place has
impacted people.”
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Dordt University winter
athletes to remain on
campus after Thanksgiving
Jaclyn Vander Waal -- Staff Writer
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Dordt University basketball players have
always faced isolation from their friends and
families during Christmas break due to the
timing of their season, which stretches into the
winter. This year is no different.
However, because Dordt plans to finish
the fall semester online after Thanksgiving
to combat the spread of COVID-19, winter
athletes will remain on campus without the rest
of the student body for five-and-a-half weeks,
over three weeks longer than typical seasons.
“Not ideal, but we understand that the
decision is for the greater good of the campus
community, and we fully support it,” said Ross
Douma, Dordt’s director of athletics and a
member of the GPAC return-to-play task force.
“We are just elated to have the opportunity to
continue playing and competing as a team.”
Junior Riley VanHulzen, an elementary and
special education major who plays as a forward
on the women’s basketball team, said it is best
to accept the situation for what it is.
“It’s kind of how you approach it, and it’s
really about your attitude,” she said. “You can
make it as fun as you want.”
The women’s team spends its time outside
of practice bonding. They bake, watch movies,
and complete service projects together.
Cade Bleeker, a sophomore business
administration major and a guard on the men’s
basketball team, said although the empty
campus may be boring at times, it provides
an opportunity for him to spend time with his
teammates. His most vivid memories from last
year were binge-watching long movie series and
attending a Christmas party with his teammates.
In her past seasons, VanHulzen did not look
forward to her fellow classmates leaving but
discovered that she enjoyed the quiet campus
by the time that they returned.
“We are like, ‘No, this is our campus. Geez,
you can’t come back yet,’” she said with a grin.
Both VanHulzen and Bleeker said the
biggest change this season will be the reduced

number of fans due to COVID-19 restrictions
and much of the campus being sent home for
the remainder of the semester.
“It just kind of takes away the hype, which
is a little bit sad, but it is the way it has to be,”
VanHulzen said. “At the end of the day, that’s
not why you should be playing anyway. That’s
part of the environment that is so fun to play
in, but it has to happen that way, and we know
that.”
Bleeker said his team will create their own
energy, regardless of the lack of fans in the
stands.
“It starts right from when we get to the locker
room,” Bleeker said. “We all love basketball,
so we don’t need much to motivate us to get
going.”
Despite the changes, the athletes are thrilled
to begin their season.
“I’m just really excited to get to play
because, going into it, we weren’t sure what the
season was going to look like or if we’d even be
able to play.” Bleeker said.
This semester VanHulzen questioned
whether she would even be able to play this
season. She frequently thought everyone on
campus would be sent home due to spiking
COVID-19 numbers, but it never happened.
Douma said the GPAC hopes to play 25 of
the typical 30 games, with time left at the end
of the season to have a cushion for postponed
games.
The GPAC will make decisions about the
season on a week-to-week basis. This decision
will be made based on the athlete COVID-19
rates that are turned in every Monday by each
team in the GPAC.
“Our staff and our student athletes have done
a tremendous job of being adaptable and flexible
during this time,” Douma said. “A great deal of
time and effort has been put into providing a
wholesome experience for our student athletes
this year—as best as we possibly can.”

Volleyball finishes with win
over Northwestern
Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

The final match or game to any regular
season sport’s schedule is always an important
one as the team tries to build momentum
heading into the postseason or offseason.
Regardless of how the season has gone, it is
one last chance to give it your all as an athlete
with the hopes of coming out on top one final
time.
On October 27 the Defender women’s
volleyball team had this opportunity against
their rival, Northwestern.
Coming off five straight wins, Dordt was
eager to finish their season with one last victory
to conclude the season.
Up to this point, Northwestern had only
lost one regular season match. Another game
against the Defenders in early October where
Dordt swept the Raiders in three straight sets in
Orange City.
Dordt got off to the same hot start as they
did in the teams’ first matchup by an early 10-4
lead. However, the Raiders rallied to tie the
set at 19. Led by a series of kills from Corrina
Timmermans and Jessi De Jager, the Defenders
won the set, 25-22.
Dordt kept the momentum rolling with
an early 9-5 lead in the second set. However,
Northwestern rallied again to take the lead 1821 after an eight-point Red Raider run.
This propelled Northwestern to a set two
victory by a final of 22-25.
After splitting the first two sets, the third set
went back and forth with runs from both sides.
Northwestern started off the set with a 5-1 lead,
but Dordt battled back by rattling off eight
straight points.
Dordt led the match 18-12, but Northwestern
rallied, scoring eight of the next ten points to tie
the set at 20-20. The Defenders took a 24-22
lead after another kill from Timmermans, but
Northwestern would tie the set at 24.
In extra points, Alli Timmermans and
Brenna Krommendyk combined for a block

to give Dordt a one-point advantage. The
Defenders won the set by a final of 26-24 with a
kill from Alli Timmermans.
After a big win in the third set, the Defenders
continued to build off the momentum with a
16-10 lead in the fourth set. The Northwestern
attack would not get much closer as the
Defenders rallied to win the set and the match.
“We showed great focus and persistence
tonight in the pinnacle match of our regular
season,” said head women’s volleyball
coach, Chad Hanson. “To wrap up with a
sixth consecutive match win against a strong
Northwestern team was really exciting. This
Dordt team grew so much over the course of
our season and managed this match in on-court
strategy and decision making. What a joy to
watch them play.”
The night ended with a conference sweep
of their rivals and a six-game winning streak
to close out the regular season. For the seniors
playing their final game at home in the DeWitt,
the night was pretty much perfect.
“[You] couldn’t have written it out better,”
said senior libero, Hannah Connelly. “To
compete and feel confident in our system as
a capstone to the regular season was such an
amazing feeling.”
With the regular season in the books, the
Defenders will wait for the rest of GPAC play to
wrap up since Dordt finished earlier than most
schools, due to COVID-19 schedule changes.
COVID-19 has also changed the postseason
structure for NAIA volleyball. The Defenders
will compete in the GPAC conference
tournament in the spring, which will then
determine if they get a bid to the national
tournament in late April.
With a unique offseason ahead, the Defenders
are excited to build off the momentum of their
six-game regular season winning streak as they
prepare for the postseason to come in a few
months.
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